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Virtual Set 7 .fr

Deploy on table. Once per turn, you may â–½Clak'dor VII,. Neb Dulo, or a musician. Your musicians are power and forfeit +1 for every other musician present at the ... 
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The SWCCG Player’s Committee presents



Virtual Set #7 To use these cards, simply print them out and cut out the area beneath the card title (not on the actual card), and place the cutout in a sleeve with the original card. We recommend using opaque sleeves for non-objective cards. If you use clear sleeves, the cutout must be attached to the original card using tape or some other adhesive so the cutout does not slide. The adhesive must not be visible and must not noticeably increase the thickness of the card. If it does, the tournament director may interpret it as cheating and may penalize you appropriately. DISCLAIMER: For best card size printing results, click on the print icon (or File, then Print) and uncheck all boxes under Copies and Adjustments, located on the right side. ICON KEYA (Immune to Alter.) C (Immune to Control.) S (Immune to Sense.) P X (Replaced the phrase “Adds X to power of anything he/she pilots” in the game text, unless otherwise specified, and is considered to have a Pilot icon.) •Chewbacca, Protector (V) POWER 6



3 7



ABILITY 2



•LE-BO2D9 (V)



ARMOR 4



POWER 2



Deploys free to Coruscant and is a spy there. While with Leia (or at a related site), her game text may not be canceled, and, once per turn, you may take the bottom card of your Force Pile into hand. During your deploy phase, you may ▼Boushh or a Vibro-Ax on him.



•Chewbacca, Protector (V)



2 4 ty1



3 5



ABILITY 3



ty6



FORCE-ATTUNED



The Dark Side



••Mercenary Armor (V)



ty7



•Smuggler’s Blues (V)



LOST INTERRUPT



EFFECT



While your gambler on table, use 1 Force during opponent's control phase to cause both players to draw three destiny. Winner (higher total) may target one opponent’s character having a printed power matching one of the winner’s destiny draws. Target is lost.



Deploy on table. Opponent may not cancel or modify Force drains at any battleground where you have two smugglers or two musicians (or one of each). Once per turn, you may ▲Han's Back, Han's Dice, Solo Han, Stay Sharp!, or Special Modifications. ty3



•Bane Malar (V) POWER 2



•Smuggler’s Blues (V)



•Impressive, Most Impressive (V)
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•Tantive IV (V)



ABILITY 4



FORCE-SENSITIVE



Once per game, you may add X to a Force drain, where X = the value of X on Firepower (V). Your Force drains and Force drain bonuses at same and related planet sites may not be canceled. Blaster Rifle is a “matching weapon” for Bane. Immune to attrition < 3.



•Bane Malar (V)



ty12



•Brief Loss Of Control (V) USED OR LOST INTERRUPT



LOST INTERRUPT POWER 5



Cancel Imperial Barrier (when targeting your Jedi), Stunning Leader (in a battle your Jedi is in), You Are Beaten (except when canceling Uncontrollable Fury) or All Too Easy. S OR Once per game, if opponent just initiated a battle, you may take the first action in the weapons phase.



* 7 ty4



ARMOR



4



HYPERSPEED 3



USED: Once per game during opponent's activate phase, target a location. Opponent is prevented from controlling that location (and loses senate majority, if targeting Galactic Senate) for remainder of turn. LOST: Cancel Control.



* = number of Dark side icons present when deployed. May be deployed to any system, and adds one Dark side and one Light side icon to Dark side systems where present. May add 3 pilots and 3 passengers. Permanent pilot provides ability of 2. [Ship-docking]



•Tantive IV (V)



Ke Chu Ke Kukuta? (V)



ty9



•Tawss Khaa (V) POWER 3



USED INTERRUPT



If you have an information broker on table, draw destiny. If destiny > the number of opponent's characters on table, you may use 1 Force to ▲any card.



Ke Chu Ke Kukuta? (V)
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DEVICE



•Gambler’s Luck (V)



•Impressive, Most Impressive (V)



•Uh-oh! (V)



Deploys for free on a Rebel or alien without armor. Character gains spy skill, armor = 4, and adds 2 to immunity to attrition. Once per turn, you may ▲ Undercover. While opponent has a Black Sun agent, thief, spy, smuggler, or gangster on table, you may add 1 to your destiny draws. ty2



•Gambler’s Luck (V)



Deploy on table. Once per turn, you may ▼Clak'dor VII, Neb Dulo, or a musician. Your musicians are power and forfeit +1 for every other musician present at the same site. If you occupy Clak'dor VII, your musicians are all destiny +2. Never Tell Me The Odds may not be played. During your control phase, you may retrieve 1 Force for each site you control with a musician. A



P 2. May be battled. When in battle with Dash, adds one destiny to attrition only. Once per turn while at a battleground location, you may peek at the top card of opponent's Reserve Deck. You may use 1 Force to place that card in opponent's Force Pile or lose 1 Force to cause it to be lost.



••Mercenary Armor (V)



P 3. Considered "matching pilot" for any unique (•) Rogue speeder. While piloting alone (or at same location as opponent's combat vehicle or Imperial), draws one battle destiny if unable to otherwise and opponent draws no more than one battle destiny here.



•Dash Rendar (V)



EFFECT



MAINTENANCE DROID



•LE-BO2D9 (V)



•Dash Rendar (V) POWER 3



ARMOR 4



•Uh-oh! (V)
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Not endorsed or sponsored by LucasFilm Ltd.



ABILITY 4
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•Flagship Operations (V) EFFECT



FORCE SENSITIVE



Deploy on a system. Your TIEs may relocate (as a regular move) to a system up to 3 parsecs away. For every battleground system you control with two unique (•) TIEs piloted by Imperials, you may add 3 to your total power in battles. Opponent's Force drain is +3 here. A



Once per game, you may add X to a Force drain, where X = the value of X on Weapons Display (V). Your Force drains and Force drain bonuses at same and related planet sites may not be canceled. Power +X while at a battleground. Immune to attrition < 3.



•Tawss Khaa (V)



•Brief Loss Of Control (V)
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•Flagship Operations (V)
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SWCCG Player’s Committee 2004



Virtual Set #7 •Frustration (V)



•Unexpected Interruption (V)



USED OR LOST INTERRUPT



USED INTERRUPT



USED: If Vengeance Of The Dark Prince on table and you just peeked at or revealed cards in your Life Force, reorder the top 3 cards however you wish (you may then take the top card into hand). LOST: If Xizor and Guri are in a battle together, add 5 to your total battle destiny and retrieve the bottom card of your Lost Pile into your hand.



Once per turn, if a battle was just initiated, you may target an opponent’s female non-droid character present with Xizor. Draw destiny. If destiny +2 > target's ability, target is excluded from battle and adds her power to Xizor's for remainder of turn.



•Frustration (V)
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•Unexpected Interruption (V)



•Guri (V) POWER 6



3 6



ARMOR 5
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•Zuckuss (V) POWER 2



ASSASSIN DROID



P 2. Forfeit may not be reduced. While with Xizor in battle, adds one battle destiny and, if forfeited, may satisfy all remaining battle damage against you. Adds 1 to your Force drains on Coruscant where you have a Black Sun agent. Immune to purchase, Restraining Bolt, and attrition < 5.



•Guri (V)
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ABILITY 4



FORCE-SENSITIVE



P 2. Your Black Sun agents at same and related sites may not have their forfeit reduced. Adds 1 to maneuver of Mist Hunter. Once per game you may ▼4-LOM (without a permanent weapon) here. Immune to attrition < 3.



•Zuckuss (V)
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•Information Exchange (V) EFFECT



Deploy on Imperial City. While Agents Of The Black Sun or Vengeance Of The Dark Prince also on table, Scum And Villainy may deploy here and may not be canceled if a Black Sun agent is present. Once per turn you may ▼one non-weapon card with Xizor or Black Sun in its lore.



•Information Exchange (V)
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•Prince Xizor (V) POWER 5



ABILITY 3



FORCE-ATTUNED



P 2. Your unique smugglers, gamblers, thieves,



3 6



gangsters, and information brokers are Black Sun agents. Your Black Sun agents at sites may draw one battle destiny if unable to otherwise. Once per turn, may ▲Unexpected Interruption. Immune to attrition < 2X, where X = the number of Black Sun agents on table.



•Prince Xizor (V)
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•Slave I (V)



POWER 4



3 5



MANEUVER 4



HYPERSPEED 4



May add 1 unique (•) alien (or bounty hunter) pilot and 3 passengers. May deploy with Boba Fett of destiny < 3 for free as a 'react'. Maneuver +2, power may not be reduced, and immune to attrition < 5 if Fett piloting. [Ship-docking]



•Slave I (V)
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Those Rebels Won’t Escape Us (V) USED INTERRUPT



Use 1 Force to ▲Virago or Stinger. OR If opponent just initiated a battle at same system or sector as Virago or Stinger, opponent may not target those starfighters with weapons for remainder of turn. OR Cancel Darklighter Spin.



Those Rebels Won’t Escape Us (V)
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Not endorsed or sponsored by LucasFilm Ltd.
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Virtual Set 12 .fr 

... on the print icon (or File, then Print) and uncheck all boxes under Copies and Adjustments, located on .... If deploying to opponent's mobile site, deploys -2.
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Virtual Set 14: Armed & Operational .fr 

â€¢Antilles Maneuver (V). If your corvette, cruiser, and frigate are in battle together, cancel an opponent's non- S Interrupt. OR. â–½ a frigate (deploys -2) to same ...
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Virtual Set 13: Remote Outpost .fr 

If you use clear sleeves, the cutout must be attached to the original card using .... ID. A: IS. B TR. A. IN. IN. G A. C. A. D. E. MY. Imperial Council Members are ...
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Virtual Set 15: Galactic Frontier .fr 

Virtual Set 15: Rebel Cell. LIGHT SIDE. 2. .... Force drains may not be modified by opponent's objective. . . EPISODE ..... â€¢Learn About The Force, Luke (V).
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Virtual Set 10 

MANEUVER 3. HYPERSPEED 4. May add 1 pilot or passenger. Permanent pilot aboard is â€¢Dutch, who provides ability of 2. Opponent must use 1 Force to draw ...
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Virtual Set 8 

â–½Passenger Deck, Jabba, or Pote aboard. May add 8 passengers. Your aliens deploy -1 aboard. Scum And. Villainy may deploy here. Immune to attrition while.
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Virtual Set 9 

Emperor here, once per turn you may shuffle opponent's. Reserve Deck. E F F E C T. âžˆâ€¢10. â€¢I Wonder Who ... Zane Thorp,. Original concept by. Brandon Schele,.
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Problem set 7 

Apr 20, 2013 - Problem 1 (easy). Consider the graphs in Problem 3 of Problem. Set 6 (reproduced here in Figure 1). Use Sage to check, for some of them (two ...
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Virtual Card Set #2 Rules Updates 

When your stackable weapon is lost, you may place it here. Only one card may be held here. During your Deploy Step, you may swap the card with one from ...
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Virtual Set 6 - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Senators are deploy +2. May lose 1 Force to cause a combat card to be lost. A. â€¢Civil Disorder (V). â€¢Civil Disorder (V). E F F E C T. âž…â€¢6. If your Lobot on Cloud ...
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Virtual Set 17: The Force Unleashed 

your Jedi and draws no more than two battle destiny at ... Complete, or a duel initiated during battle. ... For remainder of game, you may not deploy Affect Mind,.
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Virtual Set 11 Premium Gold Edition 

â€¢PadmÃ© Naberrie (V). 1. During opponent's control phase, may use. 2 Force toâ–³one Leia or non-Jedi Luke. At end of opponent's turn, opponent loses 1 Force for.
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Virtual Card Set #1 (v1.1) Rules Updates 

your blue-dot construction color, you decide to use 4. "Trade Federation Tank: Assault Division" cards, and one "Trade Federation Tank: Assault Leader" (Wild.
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Virtual Set 16: Revenge Of The Sith 

Blast The Door, Kid! (V). 09. Clone Trooper. 3. Agendas: ambition ..... Obi-wan and Plo are matching pilots and deploy -2 aboard. While a Jedi aboard, power +2.
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Young Jedi Virtual Cards .fr 

Escort Unit. âž�â€¢JC-79. DAMAGE. 3. When he deploys you may deploy Gasgano's. Podracer from your draw deck. If Gardulla the. Hutt on current planet, may play ...
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Virtual Card Set #1 (v1.1) Rules Updates (page 2) 

Semi-Wild Cards. These are Wild Cards that also have a regular deck building dot. If they are placed in a deck slot that uses the Wild Card color, they fill the.
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Virtual Set 5-1.pub - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

â€¢Hiding In The Garbage (V). Deploy on table. Once per turn, you may deploy a character from your Lost Pile. Whenever you lose a character from table, place it ...
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catalogue accessoires fr 7 
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chapter 7 brakes .fr 

Clean caliper area. 2ï¼ŽUsing a flare nut wrench, remove hose(s). Place a container to catch brake fluid draining from brake hose. CHAPTER 7. BRAKES PAGE.
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7 days 7 jokes - aejjr .fr 

http://aejjrsite.free.fr Magazine Good Morning 4 novembre 2012. 1. 7 DAYS ... The mother of a 17-year-old girl was concerned that her daughter was having sex.
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Virtual High Speed Machining Tests .fr 

The physical parameters of the materials as well as the most important ..... distortion by updating FE mesh, refining the large elements, remeshing the distorted.
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Requirements for a virtual collocation environment .fr 

Moving people, equipment, and ... not to move when their involvement in a team ends. Even- tually ..... at his design and suggest a solution to a tricky problem.
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A virtual tool for controlling reality. .fr 

To access all of the physical parameters of a modeled system. â€¢ To protect your investments by ... Identification of areas that need refining. > Adaptive meshing.
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Immigration Fr - Virtual Museum of Canada 

comme cultiver la terre dans des régions éloignées ou construire les voies ferrées. De 1885 à 1923, la Loi d'exclusion des Chinois imposa un droit d'entrée ...
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